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- washer 14. To make the washer more effective as a 

3,187,965 closure element, it is grooved as at 42 to form a circular SPOUT FOR MELK CONTANER 
rs. ... peripheral lip. 44 which surrounds the orifice 32 and flex David By: MissSing: Mass. ibly adjusts to any slight irregularities of the surface 

air. C.22:58) 5 against which it is pressed. 
At the outer end of the plunger is a finger button 50 

This invention relates to a spout or faucet for use on which is preferably integral with the stem of the plunger. 
a milk container or other vessel for dispensing liquid. in order to bias the plunger outward so as to press the 
Milk can now be purchased in ten-quart containers con- lip 44 against the inner surface 30 of the body member 
sisting of a corrugated board carton lined with a water 10 10, spring means are employed. As shown, two dog-leg 
proof bag of a suitable plastic material such as polyethyl- elements 52, 54 may be molded integrally with the 
ene. For dispensing the contents of the bag, a hole is pro- plunger and finger button to press against the outer. Sur 
vided therein in which is secured a collar of a suitable face of the body member. For economy and simplicity, 
plastic material. In the collar is fitted a spout or faucet. the plunger, finger button and spring elements are molded 
According to the present invention a one-use Spout is 15 as a single unit as shown in FIGURE 3. The preferred 
provided which can be discarded with the bag and carton material for this member is an acetal resin known as 
when the bag has been emptied. The spout is inexpen- "Delrin' which is tough and resilient so that the springs 
sively made of three parts which are quickly and easily 52, 54 act effectively. To protect the spring elements 
assembled, the parts being of molded plastic material. 52, 54 and the finger button. 50, the body member 10 is 
For a more complete understanding of the invention, ref: 20 molded with a cup-like extension 60 which surrounds 
erence may be had to the following description thereo the springs and finger button. 
and to the drawing, of which To assemble the spout, the stem of a plunger 12 is 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a plastic bag pro- thrust through the bore 38 and orifice 32, and a washer 14 

vided with a dispensing spout embodying the invention; is sprung over the end of the plunger into the neck 40. 
FIGURE 2 is a sectional view of the spout, on the line 25 The spout is then ready to be mounted in the collar 24. 

2-2 of FIGURE 1, and on a larger scale; and of a container. The spout can thus be so inexpensively 
FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of one of the three made that it can be economically discarded with the con 

parts of the spout. tainer after one use. 
As illustrated on the drawing, the spout consists of I claim: 

three parts, namely, a body member 10 preferably mold- 30 A dispensing spout for a liquid container comprising 
ed in one piece of a suitable synthetic resin such as poly- a body member of molded synthetic resin having an 
ethylene, a plunger 12 of a resilient resin such as an acetal inner surface with a discharge orifice to be exposed to 
resin known as "Delrin," and a washer 14 mounted on the the interior of the container and an outer surface to be 
inner end portion of the plunger 12 and made of a soft outside of the container, said body member having a 
resilient material such as rubber, urethane, polyethlene 35 discharge duct therethrough from said orifice and a bore 
or an equivalent. - aligned with said orifice, said duct being arranged to open 
The spout is designed to be mounted on a liquid con- out at said outer surface at a point offset from said bore, 

tainer such as a plastic bag 20 having an opening through a plunger slidably fitted in said bore and extending 
which liquid may be introduced to fill the bag and dis- through said orifice, a finger button on the outer end of 
charged to empty the bag. Secured in this opening is a 40 said plunger, a washer on the inner portion of said 
collar 22 of molded plastic material such as polyethylene. plunger, said washer having on one face thereof a periph 
When the container has been filled with a liquid such as eral flexible lip arranged to bear on said inner surface 
milk, a spout is inserted in the collar 22 to close the open- Surrounding said discharge orifice whereby to close said 
ing, and the container is then ready for controlled dis- discharge duct, and two dog-leg spring elements integral 
pensing of the liquid contents. For this purpose the body 45 with said finger button pressing against said body mem 
member includes a cylindrical flange 24 to fit snugly ber and biasing said plunger outward to press the lip 
within the collar 22, the flange having a circumferential of said washer against said inner surface to close said 
rib 26 fitting into a complemental groove in the collar 22 duct. 
to prevent the spout from accidentally coming out of the - 
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The body member 10 has an inner surface 30 with an UNITED STATES PATENTS 
orifice 32 from which a discharge duct 34 leads to an w 
outlet 36 in the outer surface of the body member. The 2 3. ;: Milesb 222-518. X 
body member 10 also has a bore 38 which is aligned with 2.764,324 9/56 and th- - - - - - - - - - - 222. 518 
the orifice 32 and in which the plunger 12 is slidably fitted, ° 55 E. t 555 sis X 
the outlet 36 being offset from the bore 38. The plunger 3.057 677 7/63 ME - a -- - - - - a-- 222 167 : 
extends through the orifice 32 and beyond the inner sur- 368,732 10/63. C Itche t i- m one - - - re- 222 67 
face 30 of the body member, there being ample clear- 3. 44179 6/64 treet al. --------- -- X 

89 Gildone ------------ 222-518X ance between the walls of the duct 34 and the plunger 12 
to permit the passage of liquid through the duct. The 60 LOUIS J. DEMBO, Primary Examiner 
plunger has near its inner end a portion of reduced di- . . . . wantner. 
ameter forming a neck 40 which is embraced by the RAPHAEL M. LUPO, Examiner. 


